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Since the end of January 2008, Chad is once again the center of Since the end of January 2008, Chad is once again the center of serious security serious security 
concern. Many of the issues threatening the security of civilianconcern. Many of the issues threatening the security of civilians and the s and the 
humanitarian community are having an effect region wide: relatiohumanitarian community are having an effect region wide: relations between Chad ns between Chad 
and Sudan, the deployment of EUFOR in Chad/CAR and UNAMID in Darand Sudan, the deployment of EUFOR in Chad/CAR and UNAMID in Darfur, and fur, and 
the movement of population across the borders. This document intthe movement of population across the borders. This document intends to provide ends to provide 
a timeline of recent events in Chad. a timeline of recent events in Chad. 

Chad Chad 
Summary of Conflict JanSummary of Conflict Jan--Mar 2008Mar 2008
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BackgroundBackground

Since its independence in 1960, the population of Since its independence in 1960, the population of 
Chad has never known peace and security. Insurgency Chad has never known peace and security. Insurgency 
against the central government began in 1965, and against the central government began in 1965, and 
continued  even after the government fell in 1975.  continued  even after the government fell in 1975.  
Libyan involvement in the chaotic civil war only Libyan involvement in the chaotic civil war only 
worsened the chances of peace.  worsened the chances of peace.  

The Libyans were expelled by forces under HissThe Libyans were expelled by forces under Hissèènene 
HabrHabréé in 1987.  Habrin 1987.  Habréé himself became a despot, himself became a despot, 
however, and his however, and his DazaDaza dominated regime was dominated regime was 
overthrown in December, 1990 by General overthrown in December, 1990 by General DebyDeby, of , of 
the Zaghawa tribe. the Zaghawa tribe. DebyDeby enjoyed the support of enjoyed the support of 
France.  France.  

From independence to warFrom independence to war

DebyDeby’’s regime has also been problematic, marked by coup attempts and s regime has also been problematic, marked by coup attempts and rebellions rebellions 
since shortly after taking power. Heavy handed responses by the since shortly after taking power. Heavy handed responses by the government has government has 
resulted in the expulsion of dissidents throughout the region, presulted in the expulsion of dissidents throughout the region, particularly in Sudan articularly in Sudan 
and the Central African Republic. and the Central African Republic. 
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During 2005 and 2006, Chadian rebels groups gathered strength inDuring 2005 and 2006, Chadian rebels groups gathered strength in Darfur, Darfur, 
supported by the Sudanese government, while the Dsupported by the Sudanese government, while the Dééby government actively by government actively 
supported the Zaghawasupported the Zaghawa--led SLA and JEM, who formed the main Sudanese Rebel led SLA and JEM, who formed the main Sudanese Rebel 
groups. Relations between Sudan and Chad reached their low in Degroups. Relations between Sudan and Chad reached their low in December cember 
2005, when D2005, when Dééby declared a "state of belligerence" with Sudan. by declared a "state of belligerence" with Sudan. 

After intervention by Libya in February, 2006, these tensions weAfter intervention by Libya in February, 2006, these tensions were briefly re briefly 
reduced, until a rebel attack on Nreduced, until a rebel attack on N’’Djamena in April of that year.  Although further Djamena in April of that year.  Although further 
attacks in both countries continued that year, government supporattacks in both countries continued that year, government support for them was t for them was 
markedly more discrete.markedly more discrete.

President DPresident Dééby relied heavily on the French, who supported him as a guarantoby relied heavily on the French, who supported him as a guarantor r 
of stability, to help repel the rebels in 2006. In October 2007 of stability, to help repel the rebels in 2006. In October 2007 an initial peace an initial peace 
agreement with the 4 major rebel groups was signed in Libya, whiagreement with the 4 major rebel groups was signed in Libya, which allowed for ch allowed for 
the groups to be absorbed into the national army.  As was expectthe groups to be absorbed into the national army.  As was expected, this did not ed, this did not 
occur and tensions remained high, even amongst previously cooccur and tensions remained high, even amongst previously co--opted groups opted groups 
such as the FUC. such as the FUC. 

BackgroundBackground
Conflict from 2005 Conflict from 2005 -- 20072007
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The dynamics of conflict in Chad today are essentially fourThe dynamics of conflict in Chad today are essentially four--fold.  fold.  

At one level it can be seen as a simple struggle for power and At one level it can be seen as a simple struggle for power and wealth. Factions wealth. Factions 
are often recruited among a single ethnic group, and organised iare often recruited among a single ethnic group, and organised in a politicon a politico--military military 
fashion by their leader.  The faction contests against the goverfashion by their leader.  The faction contests against the government in order gain nment in order gain 
control or to obtain a lucrative and influential position withincontrol or to obtain a lucrative and influential position within its government.  its government.  

Secondly, the conflict is profoundly local, with different ethnSecondly, the conflict is profoundly local, with different ethnic groups/political ic groups/political 
parties having formed armed civil defence groups.  These groups parties having formed armed civil defence groups.  These groups then clash either then clash either 
in legitimate selfin legitimate self--defence or in conflict over access to natural resources.defence or in conflict over access to natural resources.

The conflict is also a spillThe conflict is also a spill--over from the conflict in Darfur, in which eastern Chad over from the conflict in Darfur, in which eastern Chad 
is subject to the attacks from militias and rebel movements who is subject to the attacks from militias and rebel movements who recognise no recognise no 
international boundaries.  international boundaries.  

Out of the interOut of the inter--play of these factors has emerged a fourth dynamic in which the play of these factors has emerged a fourth dynamic in which the 
governments of Chad and Sudan, and their allies fight out  regiogovernments of Chad and Sudan, and their allies fight out  regional differences in nal differences in 
Darfur, eastern Chad and parts of Central African Republic. The Darfur, eastern Chad and parts of Central African Republic. The local groups noted local groups noted 
above are often used as proxies by regional powers in this conflabove are often used as proxies by regional powers in this conflict.ict.

BackgroundBackground
The Dynamics of the ConflictThe Dynamics of the Conflict
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President Idriss DPresident Idriss Dééby by ItnoItno

DDééby came to power in 1990, overthrowing the Habrby came to power in 1990, overthrowing the Habréé 
Government in an attack launched from Sudan. Government in an attack launched from Sudan. 
Previously, he had been one of President Previously, he had been one of President HabrHabré’é’ss 
senior Frenchsenior French--trained military officers.  His coup was trained military officers.  His coup was 
in part successful because French support shifted to in part successful because French support shifted to 
him from Habrhim from Habréé.  He has staged three elections in .  He has staged three elections in 
Chad since the coup, in 1996, 2001 and most recently Chad since the coup, in 1996, 2001 and most recently 
in in May 2006, gaining 77.5% of the vote.  The main May 2006, gaining 77.5% of the vote.  The main 
opposition parties rejected the result, and all of the opposition parties rejected the result, and all of the 
elections have suffered from elections have suffered from ““irregularitiesirregularities”” noted by noted by 
international observers.  Polling in 2006 went ahead international observers.  Polling in 2006 went ahead 
despite a rebel assault on the capital three weeks despite a rebel assault on the capital three weeks 
before election day. before election day. 

Key Actors in the ConflictKey Actors in the Conflict

The presidentThe president’’s power has suffered from conflict amongst his ethnic tribe, thes power has suffered from conflict amongst his ethnic tribe, the 
Zaghawa, and desertions at all levels within the military. He haZaghawa, and desertions at all levels within the military. He has nearly been s nearly been 
toppled by coups in the past, the most serious in April 2006, Fetoppled by coups in the past, the most serious in April 2006, February 2007, bruary 2007, 
and most recently in January/February 2008.and most recently in January/February 2008.
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The ANT has a total strength of approximately 30,000 personnel, The ANT has a total strength of approximately 30,000 personnel, including the including the 
Gendarmerie. As can be expected from a landGendarmerie. As can be expected from a land--locked state, the Chadian National locked state, the Chadian National 
Army dominates the armed forces.  The formerly autonomous Army dominates the armed forces.  The formerly autonomous Force Force d'Interventiond'Intervention 
RapideRapide (FIR), which acts as the President(FIR), which acts as the President’’s personal guard, was merged into the s personal guard, was merged into the 
National Army in late 2005.  About 5,000 personnel strong, it isNational Army in late 2005.  About 5,000 personnel strong, it is composed mainly composed mainly 
of Zaghawa from of Zaghawa from DDééby'sby's BidayatBidayat clan  clan  

As a whole, the ANT remains too large, under trained and underAs a whole, the ANT remains too large, under trained and under--funded. It is funded. It is 
poorly equipped, with little heavy equipment.  That equipment thpoorly equipped, with little heavy equipment.  That equipment that is held is at is held is 
antiquated and likely in poor condition.  The ANT is structured antiquated and likely in poor condition.  The ANT is structured for internal security for internal security 
rather than for a coherent rather than for a coherent defencedefence, and is spread thinly across the country with , and is spread thinly across the country with 
little regard to maintaining effective formations.  Despite its little regard to maintaining effective formations.  Despite its weakness, the ANT weakness, the ANT 
has in the past been deployed to support Chadhas in the past been deployed to support Chad’’s aim in both CAR and the DRC.s aim in both CAR and the DRC.

The small air force operates a handful of aircraft, largely provThe small air force operates a handful of aircraft, largely providing logistic support iding logistic support 
and transport to the Army, as well as operating four and transport to the Army, as well as operating four ““MiMi--24 Hind24 Hind”” helicopter helicopter 
gunshipsgunships.  There are also at least two civilian intelligence agencies ac.  There are also at least two civilian intelligence agencies active in the tive in the 
country, both with reputations for brutality. country, both with reputations for brutality. 

Key Actors in the ConflictKey Actors in the Conflict
The The ArmArméée National e National dudu TchadTchad (ANT)(ANT)
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Chad supports this prominent Chad supports this prominent DarfuriDarfuri rebel group, rebel group, 
ostensibly led by ostensibly led by KhalidKhalid IbrahimIbrahim Mohamed.  Many Mohamed.  Many 
of of JEM'sJEM's leaders are from Dleaders are from Dééby's Zaghawa tribe.  by's Zaghawa tribe.  
In recent months, JEM has been on the offensive in In recent months, JEM has been on the offensive in 
western Darfur, broadening its own coalition to western Darfur, broadening its own coalition to 
include militia from groups such as the include militia from groups such as the GimirGimir and and 
MissiriyaMissiriya JebelJebel. Chadian forces were reportedly . Chadian forces were reportedly 
also actively engaged in these offensives.also actively engaged in these offensives.

Key Actors in the ConflictKey Actors in the Conflict
Other Armed Groups supported by DOther Armed Groups supported by Déébyby

Justice and Equality Movement (JEM)Justice and Equality Movement (JEM)

The group was founded in 2000, and its major ideological tenets The group was founded in 2000, and its major ideological tenets can be found can be found 
in in ““The Black BookThe Black Book”” , authored by its leader. Their beliefs are essentially , authored by its leader. Their beliefs are essentially 
Islamist in nature, although they also decry Arab discriminationIslamist in nature, although they also decry Arab discrimination against black against black 
Muslims.  JEM is allegedly linked to former Sudan President Muslims.  JEM is allegedly linked to former Sudan President HassanHassan alal-- 
TurabiTurabi, although both , although both TurabiTurabi and JEM deny this.and JEM deny this.

President DPresident Dééby received support from JEM during the recent event rebel by received support from JEM during the recent event rebel 
offensive. JEM was positioned to block the withdrawal of the UFDoffensive. JEM was positioned to block the withdrawal of the UFDD and RFC D and RFC 
through the area around through the area around AtiAti.  .  
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The Rebel LeadersThe Rebel Leaders
Key Actors in the ConflictKey Actors in the Conflict

MahamatMahamat NouriNouri –– Leader of the UFDD, he is a seasoned Leader of the UFDD, he is a seasoned 
politician and military leader.  A veteran FROLINAT politician and military leader.  A veteran FROLINAT 
commander, he sided with commander, he sided with HabrHabréé when that movement split when that movement split 
in 1977.  He was a minister in both the in 1977.  He was a minister in both the GououniGououni--HabrHabréé 
coalition government and the Habrcoalition government and the Habréé government that government that 
followed.  He quickly sided with Dfollowed.  He quickly sided with Dééby when Habrby when Habréé was was 
ousted, and his last government post was as Ambassador ousted, and his last government post was as Ambassador 
to Saudi Arabia in 2006.to Saudi Arabia in 2006.

TimanTiman ErdimiErdimi –– A nephew of DA nephew of Déébyby, and leader of the , and leader of the 
RFC.  Previously, he acted as the PresidentRFC.  Previously, he acted as the President’’s Chief of s Chief of 
Staff.  His published rhetoric has been very antiStaff.  His published rhetoric has been very anti--French French 
and antiand anti--EUFOR.EUFOR.

Abdelwahid Abdelwahid AboudAboud MakayeMakaye –– Leader of an FUC splinter faction, Leader of an FUC splinter faction, 
the the ConseilConseil DDéémocratiquemocratique RRéévolutionnairevolutionnaire (CDR) who joined with (CDR) who joined with 
the UFDD in 2006.the UFDD in 2006.
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The Evolution of Rebel Groups in ChadThe Evolution of Rebel Groups in Chad
Key Actors in the ConflictKey Actors in the Conflict

20052005 20062006 20072007 20082008
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Key Actors in the ConflictKey Actors in the Conflict

The fragmentation of opposition groups in Chad can be exceptionaThe fragmentation of opposition groups in Chad can be exceptionally confusing, lly confusing, 
as group names and allegiances can change rapidly.  The major gras group names and allegiances can change rapidly.  The major groups, some oups, some 
of which were involved in the most recent fighting in Chad, are of which were involved in the most recent fighting in Chad, are described here.described here.

Armed Opposition Groups (AOG)Armed Opposition Groups (AOG)
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The UFDD are led by The UFDD are led by MahamatMahamat NouriNouri, a , a 
former Minister of Dformer Minister of Déébyby’’s government.s government.
They are supported and were founded by They are supported and were founded by 
the Sudanese government.  The UFDD are the Sudanese government.  The UFDD are 
the main and probably best structured rebel the main and probably best structured rebel 
group in Chad.  Most of their members are group in Chad.  Most of their members are 
GoransGorans or or KamembousKamembous, but especially the , but especially the 
AnkakazaAnkakaza a a GoraneGorane subsub--clan play a key clan play a key 
role.  role.  

Union des Forces pour la DUnion des Forces pour la Déémocratie et le Dmocratie et le Dééveloppementveloppement (UFDD)(UFDD)

Both General Both General NouriNouri and the former Chadian president, and the former Chadian president, HissHissèènene HabrHabréé are from are from 
this subthis sub--clan. The UFDD are based mainly in Sudan.clan. The UFDD are based mainly in Sudan. The UFDD The UFDD ““FondamentaleFondamentale”” 
is a splinter group which is a splinter group which seperatedseperated in  September 2006.  They are led by in  September 2006.  They are led by 
Abdelwahid Abdelwahid AboudAboud, and mainly operate in in north, and mainly operate in in north--eastern Chad.eastern Chad.
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Front Front UniUni pour le Changement (FUC)pour le Changement (FUC)

Key Actors in the ConflictKey Actors in the Conflict
Armed Opposition Groups (AOG)Armed Opposition Groups (AOG)

The FUC is an alliance of eight rebel groups, all The FUC is an alliance of eight rebel groups, all 
with the stated goal of overthrowing the current with the stated goal of overthrowing the current 
Chadian regime. It is now part of the UFDC. The Chadian regime. It is now part of the UFDC. The 
main elements of the FUC were formed from main elements of the FUC were formed from 
YayaYaya DilloDillo DjDjéérou'srou's SCUD (SCUD (SocleSocle pour le pour le 
changementchangement, , l'unitl'unitéé nationalenationale et et ddéémocratiemocratie) and ) and 
MahamatMahamat NourNour Abdelkerim'sAbdelkerim's RDL (Rally for RDL (Rally for 
Democracy and Liberty).  Democracy and Liberty).  
Under the leadership of Under the leadership of MahamatMahamat NourNour AbdelkerimAbdelkerim, the FUC conducted a , the FUC conducted a 
major offensive against N'djamena in April 2006, and their fightmajor offensive against N'djamena in April 2006, and their fighters were only ers were only 
repulsed in the city itself.  In December 2006 a peace agreementrepulsed in the city itself.  In December 2006 a peace agreement was signed was signed 
with the government, and with the government, and MahamatMahamat NourNour AbdelkerimAbdelkerim became the Minister of became the Minister of 
DefenseDefense.  FUC rebels, who had been absorbed into the government forces,.  FUC rebels, who had been absorbed into the government forces, 
deserted deserted en masseen masse in October, 2007, to avoid being forcibly disarmed.  The in October, 2007, to avoid being forcibly disarmed.  The 
majority of FUC fighters regrouped in Sudan under the FDD. majority of FUC fighters regrouped in Sudan under the FDD. AbdelkarimAbdelkarim joined joined 
them after being dismissed in December, 2007. Apart from them after being dismissed in December, 2007. Apart from AbdelkerimAbdelkerim, other , other 
key figures in this group include his brother key figures in this group include his brother IbrahimIbrahim and General and General HommeHomme. . 
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Rassemblement des Forces pour le ChangementRassemblement des Forces pour le Changement (RFC)(RFC)

Key Actors in the ConflictKey Actors in the Conflict
Armed Opposition Groups (AOG)Armed Opposition Groups (AOG)

This group was formerly known as the This group was formerly known as the Rassemblement des Forces Rassemblement des Forces 
DDéémocratiquesmocratiques ((RaFDRaFD).  It is a mainly Zaghawa rebel group, led by ).  It is a mainly Zaghawa rebel group, led by TimanTiman and and 
Tom Erdimi. It is dedicated to the overthrow Tom Erdimi. It is dedicated to the overthrow Erdimi'sErdimi's uncle, the current Chadian uncle, the current Chadian 
President Idriss DPresident Idriss Dééby.  The RFC was also formerly allied with the United Front by.  The RFC was also formerly allied with the United Front 
for Democratic Change (UFDC).for Democratic Change (UFDC).

In the past, the RFC were mainly active in the In the past, the RFC were mainly active in the BiltineBiltine prefecture.  Notably, they prefecture.  Notably, they 
were successful in capturing were successful in capturing AbecheAbeche for a short period of time in November for a short period of time in November 
2006.  Like most of the Chadian rebel groups, by October 2007 mo2006.  Like most of the Chadian rebel groups, by October 2007 most of their st of their 
fighters were based in Sudan. fighters were based in Sudan. 
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Despite sustained crossDespite sustained cross--border attacks and a volatile security situation in border attacks and a volatile security situation in 
Sudan's Darfur region and eastern Chad, bilateral relations haveSudan's Darfur region and eastern Chad, bilateral relations have continued continued 
even as the two nations trade accusations of supporting each otheven as the two nations trade accusations of supporting each other's rebel er's rebel 
groups. groups. 

For the last two years, the Government of Sudan has been trying For the last two years, the Government of Sudan has been trying to overthrow to overthrow 
Idriss Deby by using Chadian rebels as proxy forces. According tIdriss Deby by using Chadian rebels as proxy forces. According to the Chad o the Chad 
Government, both the UFDD and RFC have been armed by the SudanesGovernment, both the UFDD and RFC have been armed by the Sudanese e 
security forces. The intent of this support is clear: it is meansecurity forces. The intent of this support is clear: it is meant to cut off the t to cut off the 
support that Dsupport that Dééby is providing to Darfuri rebel groups, particularly JEM, whichby is providing to Darfuri rebel groups, particularly JEM, which 
has recently been on the offensive in Darfur. has recently been on the offensive in Darfur. 

The Chadian government continues to support the The Chadian government continues to support the DarfuriDarfuri rebel groups, rebel groups, 
allowing them to operate from bases within Chad, in return for tallowing them to operate from bases within Chad, in return for their assistance heir assistance 
against the rebels trying to overthrow the Chadian president.  Tagainst the rebels trying to overthrow the Chadian president.  This proxy his proxy 
conflict through competing rebel groups is unlikely to be solvedconflict through competing rebel groups is unlikely to be solved without external without external 
pressures.pressures.

Key External ActorsKey External Actors
Sudan: Sudan: ““Charges and CounterCharges and Counter--chargescharges””
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In the south, In the south, CChad has tried and failed to prevent external insecurity spillinghad has tried and failed to prevent external insecurity spilling 
across its borders and now faces the reacross its borders and now faces the re--export of conflict to its southern export of conflict to its southern 
regions. Chad's new oil wells are located within 100 km of the bregions. Chad's new oil wells are located within 100 km of the border with the order with the 
CCAR. By extending Chad's protection and support to the Central AfAR. By extending Chad's protection and support to the Central African rican 
Republic's General FranRepublic's General Franççois Bozizois Bozizéé, and several hundred troops after they fled , and several hundred troops after they fled 
Bangui in November 2001, DBangui in November 2001, Dééby acted in direct opposition to the elected by acted in direct opposition to the elected 
government of CAR. The Central African Republic's then presidentgovernment of CAR. The Central African Republic's then president, Ange, Ange--FFéélix lix 
PatassPatasséé, responded by recruiting exiled southern Chadian rebels to bols, responded by recruiting exiled southern Chadian rebels to bolster his ter his 
army, while Chadian troops later swept Bozizarmy, while Chadian troops later swept Bozizéé to power in March 2003. to power in March 2003. 

While this action temporarily removed a source of state patronagWhile this action temporarily removed a source of state patronage for e for 
disaffected southern disaffected southern ChadiansChadians, restoring order and security in northern , restoring order and security in northern Central Central 
African RepuAfrican Republic has proven a great deal more problematic. An antiblic has proven a great deal more problematic. An anti--BozizBozizéé 
insurgency was resurgent in northwest insurgency was resurgent in northwest CCAR from midAR from mid--2005, again involving 2005, again involving 
some Chadian irregulars. Northeast Central African Republic has some Chadian irregulars. Northeast Central African Republic has been been 
increasingly destabilized by alleged Sudaneseincreasingly destabilized by alleged Sudanese--backed rebels during 2006, backed rebels during 2006, 
probably as part of a strategy to outflank Chadian forces north probably as part of a strategy to outflank Chadian forces north of the border. of the border. 

Key External ActorsKey External Actors
Central African Republic (CAR)Central African Republic (CAR)
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Libyan interests in Chad originally stemmed from a dispute over Libyan interests in Chad originally stemmed from a dispute over the the ““AozouAozou 
Strip,Strip,”” the area along Chadthe area along Chad’’s northern border which is believed to contain large s northern border which is believed to contain large 
amounts of mineral wealth, particularly uranium.  Libyaamounts of mineral wealth, particularly uranium.  Libya’’s claim was supported s claim was supported 
by both a Frenchby both a French--Italian treaty and population of the strip. Italian treaty and population of the strip. 

Libya occupied the Libya occupied the AozouAozou Strip from 1972Strip from 1972--1994.  During this period, the 1994.  During this period, the 
ongoing civil war in Chad was in fact a Frenchongoing civil war in Chad was in fact a French--Libyan proxy war, with both Libyan proxy war, with both 
countries supporting FROLINAT splinter elements.  Libyan pressurcountries supporting FROLINAT splinter elements.  Libyan pressure on e on 
President President GoukouniGoukouni led him to sign an agreement to merge the two countries in led him to sign an agreement to merge the two countries in 
1981, although this was quickly repealed under popular pressure.1981, although this was quickly repealed under popular pressure. This led to a This led to a 
Libyan withdrawal in 1981, and the capture of the capital by HabLibyan withdrawal in 1981, and the capture of the capital by Habrréé in 1982.  in 1982.  
Fighting between Libya and Chad continued through the early to mFighting between Libya and Chad continued through the early to mid 1980s, id 1980s, 
with the Habrwith the Habréé regime supported heavily by France.  In 1987, Chadian forces, regime supported heavily by France.  In 1987, Chadian forces, 
with French and US support, devastated Libyan forces.with French and US support, devastated Libyan forces.

DDééby is unusual in that he enjoys both the support of  France and by is unusual in that he enjoys both the support of  France and Libya, and Libya, and 
had assistance from both when he ousted Habrhad assistance from both when he ousted Habréé in 1990.  He is believed to in 1990.  He is believed to 
now look more towards Libya than France for support.now look more towards Libya than France for support.

Key External ActorsKey External Actors
LibyaLibya
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Chad was colonized by France at the turn of the century, but remChad was colonized by France at the turn of the century, but remained a ained a 
backwater amongst the French colonies throughout their period ofbackwater amongst the French colonies throughout their period of control.  control.  
Post independence, France intervened military against a Libyan iPost independence, France intervened military against a Libyan incursion in ncursion in 
1986.  This military presence, 1986.  This military presence, OpOpéérationration EpervierEpervier, has remained in the country , has remained in the country 
since then, with no proposed date for withdrawal.since then, with no proposed date for withdrawal.

FranceFrance’’s support for the s support for the DDéébyby government has not been unwavering, as government has not been unwavering, as DDéébyby’’ss 
human rights record has drawn criticism from the formal colonialhuman rights record has drawn criticism from the formal colonial power.  power.  
Current French support for Current French support for DDéébyby, including the logistic, aerial reconnaissance , including the logistic, aerial reconnaissance 
and intelligence support during the rebel offensives in the pastand intelligence support during the rebel offensives in the past three years, three years, 
seems to be given only grudgingly.  seems to be given only grudgingly.  DDéébyby is seen as a better alternative to the is seen as a better alternative to the 
potential chaos that would occur should he be ousted, but he is potential chaos that would occur should he be ousted, but he is by no means by no means 
seen as a positive force for Chad.seen as a positive force for Chad.

French interest in Chad is tempered by their negative experienceFrench interest in Chad is tempered by their negative experience of of 
involvement in another former colony, Cinvolvement in another former colony, Côôte dte d’’Ivoire.  It is encouraged, however, Ivoire.  It is encouraged, however, 
by a desire to balance or reduce the influence of Libya.by a desire to balance or reduce the influence of Libya.

Key External ActorsKey External Actors
FranceFrance
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Key External ActorsKey External Actors
EUFOR Composition and DeploymentEUFOR Composition and Deployment

France – 2100 troops
Ireland – 450 troops
Poland – 400 troops
Sweden – 200 troops 
Austria – 160 troops 
Romania – 120 troops 
Belgium – 100 troops 
Spain – 80 troops 
Finland – 40 troops 
Slovenia - up to 15 troops
Netherlands 60

France – 2100 troops
Ireland – 450 troops
Poland – 400 troops
Sweden – 200 troops 
Austria – 160 troops 
Romania – 120 troops 
Belgium – 100 troops 
Spain – 80 troops 
Finland – 40 troops 
Slovenia - up to 15 troops
Netherlands 60
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to help protect civilians in danger, in particular refugees and to help protect civilians in danger, in particular refugees and displaced persons; displaced persons; 

to facilitate the dispatch of humanitarian aid by improving safeto facilitate the dispatch of humanitarian aid by improving safety in the    ty in the    
operation zone; operation zone; 

to help protect UN staff and infrastructures. to help protect UN staff and infrastructures. 

Key External ActorsKey External Actors
The EUFOR Mandate The EUFOR Mandate 

The mission of the European force, is deploying under UN mandateThe mission of the European force, is deploying under UN mandate to eastern to eastern 
Chad and the northChad and the north--eastern part of the Central African Republic, under chapter VII eastern part of the Central African Republic, under chapter VII 
of the United Nations Charter, authorizing the use of force, wilof the United Nations Charter, authorizing the use of force, will be to support the l be to support the 
UNUN’’s actions. Its tasks will be: s actions. Its tasks will be: 
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The recent offensive made it difficult for EUFOR to deploy to ChThe recent offensive made it difficult for EUFOR to deploy to Chad.  Envisioned ad.  Envisioned 
as a force of 3700 soldiers, the majority of them French, they aas a force of 3700 soldiers, the majority of them French, they are tasked re tasked to to 
protect hundreds of thousands of refugees from violence spillingprotect hundreds of thousands of refugees from violence spilling over from over from 
Darfur Darfur and displaced people in border camps.and displaced people in border camps.

Chadian rebels have previously threatened to attack EUFOR if it Chadian rebels have previously threatened to attack EUFOR if it interferes in interferes in 
their campaign against Dtheir campaign against Dééby. Some EU member states expressed concern that by. Some EU member states expressed concern that 
EUFOR will not be a neutral force in the conflict because FranceEUFOR will not be a neutral force in the conflict because France, which , which 
provides military assistance to the Chadian government, is the mprovides military assistance to the Chadian government, is the major troop ajor troop 
contributor.  This is because contributor.  This is because Chadian rebels have accused France of backing Chadian rebels have accused France of backing 
longlong--time Chadian President Idriss Deby in the recent battle for Chadtime Chadian President Idriss Deby in the recent battle for Chad's capital 's capital 
which the rebels lost, after several days of fighting.  France hwhich the rebels lost, after several days of fighting.  France has admitted to as admitted to 
providing logistic and intelligence support to the government onproviding logistic and intelligence support to the government only.  Their ly.  Their 
participation clearly does colour perceptions of EUFOR, however.participation clearly does colour perceptions of EUFOR, however.

The first EUFOR troops, 50 Irish Army Rangers, will deploy on 21The first EUFOR troops, 50 Irish Army Rangers, will deploy on 21 February, February, 
2008.2008.

Key External ActorsKey External Actors
EUFOREUFOR
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Chronology of Recent EventsChronology of Recent Events

December 2007December 2007
Ministry of Defence Ministry of Defence MahammatMahammat NoorNoor is dismissed after intense fighting on is dismissed after intense fighting on 
several fronts in Eastern Chadseveral fronts in Eastern Chad

January 2008January 2008
EU authorises the deployment of the EUFOR in Chad and Central AfEU authorises the deployment of the EUFOR in Chad and Central Africa rica 
Republic.Republic.

February 2008February 2008
Signature of the Status of Forces Agreement between the GovernmeSignature of the Status of Forces Agreement between the Government of the nt of the 
Sudan and the United NationsSudan and the United Nations--African Union Mission in Darfur, in Khartoum. African Union Mission in Darfur, in Khartoum. 

Critical EventsCritical Events
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31 January 2008 31 January 2008 –– 2 February 20082 February 2008

180 vehicles180 vehicles

2 Feb 08

31 Jan 08

The rebels advanced from The rebels advanced from OumOum HadjerHadjer, which they had seized on 31 Jan 08. , which they had seized on 31 Jan 08. By By 
the end of 2 Feb 08, the main body of the rebel forces were withthe end of 2 Feb 08, the main body of the rebel forces were within 80in 80--150 km of the 150 km of the 
capital, while some elements had already reached the capital by capital, while some elements had already reached the capital by dawn of that day.dawn of that day.

The Rebel AdvanceThe Rebel Advance
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2 February 20082 February 2008

The rebels final advance was in three columns.  Two were engagedThe rebels final advance was in three columns.  Two were engaged by government by government 
forces outside of the city limits, while the third advanced unopforces outside of the city limits, while the third advanced unopposed. Simultaneously, posed. Simultaneously, 
rebel leaders demanded that President Drebel leaders demanded that President Dééby enter into powerby enter into power--sharing negotiations.  sharing negotiations.  
France offered its support for DFrance offered its support for Dééby to leave the country, which was declined.by to leave the country, which was declined.

First ClashesFirst Clashes
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2 February 20082 February 2008
Fighting inside the CapitalFighting inside the Capital

Dawn

French Secure Airport

The French evacuated approx. 400 people to Brazzaville that mornThe French evacuated approx. 400 people to Brazzaville that morning. No official ing. No official 
casualty figure is available, but it is likely in the hundreds. casualty figure is available, but it is likely in the hundreds. MahammatMahammat NouriNouri, the , the 
head of one rebel group, could have declared that he would accephead of one rebel group, could have declared that he would accept a cease fire t a cease fire 
agreement in the case that the two other rebel groups leaders acagreement in the case that the two other rebel groups leaders accepted as well.cepted as well.
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3 February 20083 February 2008
22ndnd Day of Fighting inside the CapitalDay of Fighting inside the Capital

20 vehicles

20 vehicles

Despite fighting across much of the city, the results are inconcDespite fighting across much of the city, the results are inconclusive and the government lusive and the government 
continues to hold key buildings.continues to hold key buildings. DDééby again declined a French offer of evacuation into by again declined a French offer of evacuation into 
exile.  exile.  HervHervéé Morin, French Ministry of Defence confirmed that the rebel Morin, French Ministry of Defence confirmed that the rebel ““Chef dChef d’é’état tat 
Major,Major,”” DaoudDaoud SouamaSouamaïïnn, , was killed during the fighting.was killed during the fighting.

GoC defends 
Presidential Palace

Rebels capture prison 
and release prisoners

Possible Sudanese Air 

Possible Sudanese Air 

Attacks
Attacks
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3 February 20083 February 2008

100 Vehicle Column 
attacked by GoC 

helicopters

Rebels attack Gov’t 
forces near Adre

TimanTiman Erdimi accused France of continuing to support Erdimi accused France of continuing to support ““the most corrupt regime in the most corrupt regime in 
historyhistory””. Chadian government troops thwarted an attack on the town of . Chadian government troops thwarted an attack on the town of AdreAdre, which , which 
is close to the Sudanese border and in the area where EUFOR had is close to the Sudanese border and in the area where EUFOR had planned to planned to 
deploy.  deploy.  GunshipsGunships thwart a rebel column moving into Nthwart a rebel column moving into N’’Djamena from the SE.Djamena from the SE.

Fighting outside the CapitalFighting outside the Capital
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4 February 20084 February 2008
Conclusion of Fighting in the CapitalConclusion of Fighting in the Capital

The government of Chad claims victory over the rebels. EUFOR annThe government of Chad claims victory over the rebels. EUFOR announced an ounced an 
indefinite delay to their deployment.  The UN offices in Nindefinite delay to their deployment.  The UN offices in N‘‘djamena were looted and the djamena were looted and the 
personnel reallocated. personnel reallocated. 

Rebels withdraw “to 
allow civilians to 

evacuate”

French Authorities 
indicate they have 

evacuated 363 
civilians by air.
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5 February 20085 February 2008
Government declares VictoryGovernment declares Victory

The The ArmArméée National e National dudu TchadTchad announces control of the capital, while at the announces control of the capital, while at the 
same time the rebels say that they are preparing for a new offensame time the rebels say that they are preparing for a new offensive.sive.

The Government of Sudan announce that they will postpone the siThe Government of Sudan announce that they will postpone the signature of gnature of 
the agreement on the status of UNAMID.the agreement on the status of UNAMID.

The EC declares that the deployment of EUFOR is now urgent. IreThe EC declares that the deployment of EUFOR is now urgent. Ireland says land says 
that its troops could be deployed in that its troops could be deployed in ““8 to 10 days.8 to 10 days.””
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6 February 20086 February 2008

IdrissIdriss DDéébyby affirms that he is in control of all of Chadaffirms that he is in control of all of Chad’’s territory, and he asks the s territory, and he asks the 
displaced civilian population to return. displaced civilian population to return. 

The Nigerian Red Cross states that 1000 Chadian civilians have The Nigerian Red Cross states that 1000 Chadian civilians have arrived in the arrived in the 
state of state of BornoBorno, in the North of Nigeria.  , in the North of Nigeria.  

According to Bernard According to Bernard KouchnerKouchner, French Minister of Foreign Affairs, a total of , French Minister of Foreign Affairs, a total of 
1259 persons were evacuated from N'Djamena. 1259 persons were evacuated from N'Djamena. 

IdrissIdriss DDéébyby calls for the EUFOR deployment to take place immediately.calls for the EUFOR deployment to take place immediately.

Government Requests EUFOR DeploymentGovernment Requests EUFOR Deployment
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7 February 20087 February 2008

According to WFP, of the 50According to WFP, of the 50 000 Chadian refugees who fled their homeland 000 Chadian refugees who fled their homeland 
for Cameroon, 30for Cameroon, 30 000 had returned to Chad. 000 had returned to Chad. 

ChadChad’’s Prime Minister, s Prime Minister, KassireKassire CoumanoyeCoumanoye, declared a curfew in the capital , declared a curfew in the capital 
and in six regions in Eastern Chad and in six regions in Eastern Chad ““ in order to rectify the damages done by in order to rectify the damages done by 
the Sudanese armythe Sudanese army””..

Curfews DeclaredCurfews Declared
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8 8 -- 10 February 200810 February 2008
Minor skirmishes continueMinor skirmishes continue

Sudanese forces and Sudanese forces and 
militias attack JEM in militias attack JEM in 
Abu Abu SurujiSuruji, , SirbaSirba and and 

SileiaSileia

Rebels declare that 
they have taken 

control of Mongo and 
Biktine

The curfew was lifted in the capital, although it remained in efThe curfew was lifted in the capital, although it remained in effect in Eastern Chad. The fect in Eastern Chad. The 
rebels conduct an offensive against the garrison of rebels conduct an offensive against the garrison of HarazHaraz MengueMengue near the CAR border.near the CAR border.
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11 February 200811 February 2008

Airport in N’djamena 
reopens.  First Air 

France flight arrives 
the next day.

Rebels seize Koukou, 
and allegedly attack 

the Ghoz Amir 
refugee camp.

According to UNHCR, 12According to UNHCR, 12 000 refugees cross the border to Chad around 000 refugees cross the border to Chad around GueredaGuereda.  .  
N'Djamena says that the country cannot absorb any more refugees N'Djamena says that the country cannot absorb any more refugees from from DarfurDarfur.  The .  The 
BBC reported Prime Minister as saying of the recent influx of reBBC reported Prime Minister as saying of the recent influx of refugees fugees ““ We are simply We are simply 
demanding that they be moved, otherwise, we will do itdemanding that they be moved, otherwise, we will do it””. . 

Minor skirmishes continueMinor skirmishes continue
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12 February 200812 February 2008

Government claims 
they have re-taken 
Mongo and Biktine 

with Attack Helicopter 
support

Rebels claim they 
hold Mongo and the 

route to Ati

EUFOR begins to set wheels in motion for deployment.  A column oEUFOR begins to set wheels in motion for deployment.  A column of rebels left f rebels left KoukouKoukou 
in the direction of in the direction of GhozGhoz AmirAmir, and asked the humanitarian community to avoid the area. , and asked the humanitarian community to avoid the area. 
Another column was reported to be in the area around 40 km from Another column was reported to be in the area around 40 km from GhozGhoz BeidaBeida..

Minor skirmishes continueMinor skirmishes continue
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14 February 200814 February 2008

Chad's president declared a nationwide state of emergency, telliChad's president declared a nationwide state of emergency, telling his citizens ng his citizens 
that tightened controls were needed to restore order after recenthat tightened controls were needed to restore order after recent attacks by an t attacks by an 
opposition alliance.opposition alliance.

State of EmergencyState of Emergency
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29 Jan
30 Jan

31 Jan
1 Feb: Fighting 
in Massuguet

2-4 Feb: Battle 
of Ndjamena

5 Feb

6 Feb

5 Feb: 2nd Offensive

7 Feb – 
Columns 
Combine

10Feb – Rebel 
Columns Split 11 Feb

6 Feb

12 Feb

13 Feb

28 Jan: Offensive 
Begins

14 Feb

15 Feb

Summary of Rebel Movements and Events Summary of Rebel Movements and Events –– Jan/FebJan/Feb
11stst and 2and 2ndnd Rebel OffensivesRebel Offensives
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ChadChad--Sudan Peace Agreement Sudan Peace Agreement -- 13 March 200813 March 2008

This is the sixth peace agreement to be signed between Chad and This is the sixth peace agreement to be signed between Chad and Sudan in Sudan in 
the past five years.  The current treaty, known as the Dakar Agrthe past five years.  The current treaty, known as the Dakar Agreement, does eement, does 
not include any of the rebel groups as signatories, which likelynot include any of the rebel groups as signatories, which likely indicates that it indicates that it 
will fail to produce any real change.will fail to produce any real change.

Both sides of the agreement are obligated by Both sides of the agreement are obligated by 
its terms to its terms to ““inhibit all activities of armed inhibit all activities of armed 
groups and prevent the use of our respective groups and prevent the use of our respective 
territories for the territories for the destabilisationdestabilisation of one or the of one or the 
other of our states.other of our states.”” In addition, a monitoring In addition, a monitoring 
group composed of Foreign Ministers from a group composed of Foreign Ministers from a 
number of African states is to be formed to number of African states is to be formed to 
ensure compliance with the agreement.ensure compliance with the agreement.

This agreement is undoubtedly a response to the intense internatThis agreement is undoubtedly a response to the intense international pressure ional pressure 
that has been placed on both sides, rather than any real desire that has been placed on both sides, rather than any real desire for reconciliation.  for reconciliation.  
Even as it was being signed, reports of rebel movement in the boEven as it was being signed, reports of rebel movement in the border region rder region 
continued.  Although a marginally hopeful development, it is vercontinued.  Although a marginally hopeful development, it is very unlikely to y unlikely to 
signal any change in the situation on the ground.signal any change in the situation on the ground.

A Hollow GestureA Hollow Gesture
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Continued Instability in Central African Continued Instability in Central African RepbulicRepbulic

There has been a marked increase in incidents within the CentralThere has been a marked increase in incidents within the Central African African 
Republic in 2008, and a corresponding decrease in humanitarian aRepublic in 2008, and a corresponding decrease in humanitarian access to ccess to 
some communities due to this instability.  Incidents have forcedsome communities due to this instability.  Incidents have forced some some 
agencies to suspend or restrict programme activities.agencies to suspend or restrict programme activities.

In addition to proxy forces from both Chad and Sudan, a splinterIn addition to proxy forces from both Chad and Sudan, a splinter group of the group of the 
LordLord’’s Resistance Army continues to be active along the eastern bordes Resistance Army continues to be active along the eastern border, and r, and 
have been involved in numerous incidents including a large scalehave been involved in numerous incidents including a large scale kidnapping kidnapping 
on 13 March, 2008.  Media reports also indicate that Islamist gron 13 March, 2008.  Media reports also indicate that Islamist groups may be oups may be 
becoming active in the central regions of the country.becoming active in the central regions of the country.

The conflict within CAR is inextricably linked to that between CThe conflict within CAR is inextricably linked to that between Chad and had and 
Sudan, and it is very telling that even as those countries sign Sudan, and it is very telling that even as those countries sign a peace a peace 
agreement, that CAR remains highly volatile.  This is a clear inagreement, that CAR remains highly volatile.  This is a clear indication that dication that 
both Chad and Sudan maintain long reaches through proxy forces, both Chad and Sudan maintain long reaches through proxy forces, and that and that 
they continue to be willing to both support and use them in ordethey continue to be willing to both support and use them in order to achieve r to achieve 
their political aims.their political aims.

Thermometer for ChadThermometer for Chad--Sudan RelationsSudan Relations
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Possible 3Possible 3rdrd Offensive?Offensive?

Chadian rebels have rejected the peace agreement signed in DakarChadian rebels have rejected the peace agreement signed in Dakar..

Although EUFOR has reported no major movements of forces across Although EUFOR has reported no major movements of forces across the the 
ChadChad--Sudan border, other reliable sources have indicated that large rSudan border, other reliable sources have indicated that large rebel ebel 
forces crossed the border from Sudan into Chad on 13/14 March 20forces crossed the border from Sudan into Chad on 13/14 March 2008.08.

14 March 2008 14 March 2008 -- Prelude to further attacks?Prelude to further attacks?

Rebel Columns total 
approximately 200 

vehicles

ANT Garrison at high 
state of readiness

In response to the reported In response to the reported 
rebel movements near the rebel movements near the 
border, the ANT garrison in border, the ANT garrison in 
AbecheAbeche is on high alert, is on high alert, 
with tanks and other with tanks and other 
armoured vehicles armoured vehicles 
occupying positions around occupying positions around 
the town.  Although the town.  Although 
bypassed during the last bypassed during the last 
offensive, offensive, AbecheAbeche may may 
now be targeted as the now be targeted as the 
centre of relief efforts.centre of relief efforts.
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Analysis of the SituationAnalysis of the Situation

Despite the recent peace agreement, deep mistrust continues betwDespite the recent peace agreement, deep mistrust continues between een 
Chad and Sudan, as expressed by the ongoing proxy war. Chad and Sudan, as expressed by the ongoing proxy war. 
There is nothing to indicate the possibility of a meaningful or There is nothing to indicate the possibility of a meaningful or binding peace binding peace 
agreement between the three countries (Chad, Sudan and CAR) anytagreement between the three countries (Chad, Sudan and CAR) anytime in ime in 
the near future.the near future.
The involvement of proThe involvement of pro--Chadian Sudanese rebels in the recent fighting is Chadian Sudanese rebels in the recent fighting is 
more overt, and is perhaps a response to Sudanmore overt, and is perhaps a response to Sudan’’s own overt participation.s own overt participation.
The neutrality of EUFOR remains questionable in the eyes of manyThe neutrality of EUFOR remains questionable in the eyes of many
communities within Chad due to continued indirect French supportcommunities within Chad due to continued indirect French support to the to the 
ArmeeArmee National National dudu TchadTchad and the Dand the Dééby government. by government. 
The deployment of EUFOR itself is a point of conflict between ChThe deployment of EUFOR itself is a point of conflict between Chad and ad and 
Sudan Sudan –– while Dwhile Dééby sees them as a potential guarantor of his political by sees them as a potential guarantor of his political 
survival, Sudan sees them as an interference with their aims in survival, Sudan sees them as an interference with their aims in the the DarfurDarfur
regionregion
Government crackdowns following the rebel offensive seems likelyGovernment crackdowns following the rebel offensive seems likely to to 
produce further dissatisfaction and spur affected officials to jproduce further dissatisfaction and spur affected officials to join the rebels.  oin the rebels.  
DDéébyby’’s inability to use cooperation or achieve rapprochement is a s inability to use cooperation or achieve rapprochement is a 
potentially fatal flaw.potentially fatal flaw.
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Impact on Ongoing Humanitarian OperationsImpact on Ongoing Humanitarian Operations

It appears that recent events have caused the host government toIt appears that recent events have caused the host government to become become 
more hostile to the support efforts directed towards refugees.more hostile to the support efforts directed towards refugees.
As the situation continues to deteriorate, the possible creationAs the situation continues to deteriorate, the possible creation of of ““protected protected 
zoneszones”” under EUFOR could lead to the displacement of population to thounder EUFOR could lead to the displacement of population to those se 
zones, a flow which may become progressively more difficult to mzones, a flow which may become progressively more difficult to manageanage
The EUFOR deployment and their The EUFOR deployment and their ““neutralityneutrality”” is still a serious concern for is still a serious concern for 
the humanitarian community that fears association with the procethe humanitarian community that fears association with the process.  ss.  
Mitigation of this risk must form part of the acceptance strategMitigation of this risk must form part of the acceptance strategies used by ies used by 
humanitarians.humanitarians.
The shortage of fuel is likely to continue to be an issue in areThe shortage of fuel is likely to continue to be an issue in areas where as where 
transportation systems are interrupted.transportation systems are interrupted.
Continued turmoil within the country, that is likely to cause inContinued turmoil within the country, that is likely to cause interruptions to terruptions to 
normalcy as well as the delivery of aid, will generate a negativnormalcy as well as the delivery of aid, will generate a negative effect on all e effect on all 
staff, national and international.  Fear, anxiety and dissatisfastaff, national and international.  Fear, anxiety and dissatisfaction are all  ction are all  
normal reactions bred by the effects of violence and chaos.  Thinormal reactions bred by the effects of violence and chaos.  This factor s factor 
must be considered when planning or conducting humanitarian opermust be considered when planning or conducting humanitarian operations, ations, 
as it will undoubtedly have an effect on cohesion, morale and efas it will undoubtedly have an effect on cohesion, morale and efficiency.ficiency.
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RecommendationsRecommendations

Relief and development agencies must continue to develop early Relief and development agencies must continue to develop early warning warning 
mechanisms to avoid exposure to risk, as well as planning immedimechanisms to avoid exposure to risk, as well as planning immediate actions ate actions 
to take when exposed.  These include thorough planning of evacuato take when exposed.  These include thorough planning of evacuation tion 
methods and routes.  This planning should include the early collmethods and routes.  This planning should include the early collection of GPS ection of GPS 
coordinates coordinates -- of offices, guesthouses, project sites, waypoints on evacuationof offices, guesthouses, project sites, waypoints on evacuation
routes, and identified safe zones.routes, and identified safe zones.

Improved self sufficiency on the part of relief and developmentImproved self sufficiency on the part of relief and development agencies is agencies is 
key to managing safety in future.  Reliance on external agencieskey to managing safety in future.  Reliance on external agencies for for 
information, support, or evacuation has not proven to be entirelinformation, support, or evacuation has not proven to be entirely reliable during y reliable during 
an emergency.an emergency.

Agencies should consider increasing their fuel stocks to betterAgencies should consider increasing their fuel stocks to better cope with cope with 
interruptions to delivery, understanding that these stocks can ainterruptions to delivery, understanding that these stocks can also become a lso become a 
target for theft and that they have attendant safety concerns attarget for theft and that they have attendant safety concerns attached. tached. 

As an alternative to evacuation or hibernation, agencies shouldAs an alternative to evacuation or hibernation, agencies should also consider also consider 
plans for plans for ““absorbingabsorbing”” into local communities during periods of instability.  While into local communities during periods of instability.  While 
this practice should not replace evacuation or hibernation, it sthis practice should not replace evacuation or hibernation, it should be hould be 
considered as an additional option which may best mitigate speciconsidered as an additional option which may best mitigate specific risks.fic risks.
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RecommendationsRecommendations

Safer Access advises that agencies with offices in N'djamena anSafer Access advises that agencies with offices in N'djamena and in Eastern d in Eastern 
Chad must maintain fully stocked hibernation kits in their home Chad must maintain fully stocked hibernation kits in their home and offices.and offices.

It is advisable that NGO staff be registered with their embassiIt is advisable that NGO staff be registered with their embassies and with the es and with the 
UN CIMIC UN CIMIC LiasionLiasion Officer before being deployed in the field. Lists of staff and Officer before being deployed in the field. Lists of staff and 
their location should be updated on regular basis. This is to fatheir location should be updated on regular basis. This is to facilitate external cilitate external 
aid for evacuation should it be required.aid for evacuation should it be required.

Agencies should consider local events in the regional and geoAgencies should consider local events in the regional and geo--political political 
context in order to ensure accurate analysis, and to better infocontext in order to ensure accurate analysis, and to better inform the potential rm the potential 
need for modifications to programme activities or changes to secneed for modifications to programme activities or changes to security levels.urity levels.

Agencies should improve their capacity to remotely manage progrAgencies should improve their capacity to remotely manage programmes or ammes or 
to utilize alternative programme delivery methods in order to ento utilize alternative programme delivery methods in order to ensure the sure the 
continuity of programming through situations of turmoilcontinuity of programming through situations of turmoil

The delivery of aid, particularly when it involves refugees or The delivery of aid, particularly when it involves refugees or IDPsIDPs, is often not , is often not 
seen as a neutral act by local actors, and this factor must be cseen as a neutral act by local actors, and this factor must be carefully arefully 
considered when planning programmes, and monitored when delivericonsidered when planning programmes, and monitored when delivering them.ng them.

Greater consideration should be given to issues of staff welfarGreater consideration should be given to issues of staff welfare, given the e, given the 
recent chaos in Chad, to ensure that the effects of increased strecent chaos in Chad, to ensure that the effects of increased strain are rain are 
mitigated to the greatest extent possible.mitigated to the greatest extent possible.
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Safer Access is a network of humanitarian safety expertise formed to better enable the provision of humanitarian and 
development aid. It is our overall objective to improve the capacity of relief and development organisations working in 
insecure and complicated environments to deliver life-saving assistance to those most in need. 

Our work is first and foremost beneficiary-focused, innovative and aims to have an impact across the aid sector. Our belief 
is that the best way to ensure continued access to beneficiaries in even the most complex and fluid situations is for 
organizations to institutionalize effective security planning and procedures from the outset. Our intent is always to teach 
and facilitate best practises – practices which both safeguard staff security while also enabling access to those most in 
need. Our passion is to help enable safer and more effective operating practices, from those employed in management to 
those used by the teams in the field

We understand and are experienced in the challenges that aid workers, both national and international, face everyday. 
Safer Access is a platform for the collection and distribution of expertise and information to those that need it most. To that 
end, we are committed to the free and open sharing of critical information – including analysis and best practices – 
amongst humanitarian and development organisations so as to enable them to better manage their operating risks. 

This information is provided for the benefit of the humanitarian community and is a result of research conducted by Safer 
Access. The circumstances and recommendations indicated by this report may change.

Should you have any questions regarding this report, or about what Safer Access can do to help you achieve your goals in 
difficult operating environments, contact us at enquiries@saferaccess.org or visit our website at www.saferaccess.org.

About Safer AccessAbout Safer Access

A network of humanitarian safety expertise.A network of humanitarian safety expertise.

mailto:enquiries@saferaccess.org
http://www.saferaccess.org/
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